REC Project Minutes 2020.02.20

Attendees

- Paul Carver
- Tina Tsou
- Alex Antone

Agenda

- Workload Generator (WLG) is still under review https://gerrit.o-ran-sc.org/r/c/it/test/+/2455 but it looks pretty good to me
- Portal testing seems to be going well. Anyone interested in a GUI approach should join the portal team meetings on Wednesdays at 1800UTC http://zoom.us/j/7663956154
- Alex raised some questions about the rec_integration repo that is used by the AT&T continuous deployment system. Mostly this contains the DANM configuration to associate AT&T IP addresses with DANM networks. I'm thinking about where to publish templates/examples of all the input files used by the AT&T CD system without publishing AT&T IP addresses or userid/passwords that are used by the CD process.

Minutes

- Discussion of the agenda items listed above